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Abstract. False sharing is a representative performance bug in multi-threaded pro-
grams that causes severe slowdown. It implicitly impacts performance and it is very hard
to detect. Unlike previous methods which are focused on detecting it and helping pro-
grammers to fix it manually, this paper proposes a runtime system that can eliminate
false sharing transparently at runtime. The key idea of this paper is to give each thread
a private copy of shared data and make them just operate on their private data as long
as possible. Thus threads will not conflict on accessing shared data. Experimental results
show that our method can achieve speedup of 1-600%, showing great potential to tackle
the performance problem introduced by false sharing.
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1. Introduction. Multi-threaded program is becoming increasingly prevalent to fully
leverage the hardware resources in today’s fast-developing multi-core architectures. How-
ever, it is a challenge to develop multi-threaded programs. Not only is the program
error-prone and hard to debug [1], but also it is very difficult to scale [1] on many cores.
A lot of studies [2] have been proposed to try to eliminate bugs and thus enhance the
reliability of multi-threaded programs with bug-detection methods. However, there is an-
other kind of bug which attracts less attention. This kind of bug will not cause program to
crash but will hugely hurt performance and thus we call this kind of bug the performance
bug [3].

False sharing [1] is a representative performance bug in multi-threaded programs. It will
cause severe contention among threads and thus limit the scalability and performance.
False sharing happens in the situation that, for example, if two threads A and B have
their data a and b settled in the same cache line, then thread A’s accesses to data a will
possibly invalidate the cache line in thread B’s (the core thread B is running on) private
cache and cause performance loss to thread B on further accessing data b. Well, thread
B’s further accesses on data b will in turn invalidate the cache line in thread A’s private
cache and cause performance loss to thread A on accessing data a. In this situation, the
two threads are accessing different data but they cause severe contention in cache, leading
to unnecessary performance loss. It has been demonstrated in previous work [1] that in
some severe situations, the false sharing problem may cause multi-thread programs even
slower than its single-threaded counterparts.

Previous work [4,9] to tackle false sharing mainly focuses on detecting false sharing at
runtime and producing reports to help programmers fix the bug manually, which involves
considerable human effort. Unlike previous work [9], we propose a total automatic runtime
system that avoids or eliminates false sharing directly at runtime. Any multi-threaded
program can run on our system without any modification to gain the performance benefit
of running with less false sharing. Our key idea is based on the software transactional
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memory (STM) system that we give each thread a private copy of global shared data
and commit the updates to the global data at certain points. Threads do not conflict
with each other when operating on their private copy and thus we avoid false sharing
totally. Based on the initial idea, two problems remain to be settled: (1) when to commit
the update of private copy to global shared data and (2) how to reduce the overhead of
making private copy and redirect every access to the private copy. We will deal with the
two problems in Section 3.

Some dynamic memory allocators [5] for multi-threaded programs tried to achieve the
same goal with us. They usually give every thread a private heap to make dynamic
memory allocation and thus the shared data allocated by different threads do not settle
in the same cache line. However, there may be some data that are allocated by a thread
and used by other threads and this situation may still cause false sharing. Moreover, we
argue that the memory allocator work is compatible with our work and can be combined
with our work to achieve better result.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem of false
sharing. We give our dynamic false sharing avoider in Section 3. We show experimental
results in Section 4 and we make conclusion in Section 5.

2. Performance Slowdown Caused by False Sharing. Figure 1(a) shows an example
of code that introduces false sharing. The global variables a and b are shared by threads
and they are in the same cache line. Then the two threads perform a serial of calculations
on the two variables respectively. Thread 1 only operates on a and thread 2 only operates
on b. However, this will introduce great slowdown due to the severe invalidation of the
cache lines in the cores for thread 1 and thread 2.

Figure 1(b) shows a simple fix of this problem where we introduce an array to separate
a and b to make them located in different cache lines. The accesses to a and b from thread
1 and thread 2 will then never conflict with each other in cache. Through this simple fix,
we can achieve an obvious speedup of nearly 3X (FIX-manually shown in Figure 2), which
well demonstrates that false sharing is a serious performance problem in multi-threaded
programs. Furthermore, we extend this example to 4 or 8 threads and Figure 2 shows the
performance slowdown caused by false sharing.

Figure 1. Sample of false sharing and fixed version
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Figure 2. Performance comparison of false sharing and fixed versions
(baseline is the normal execution. Fix-manually is to fix the false sharing
problem manually all by programmers. Fix-auto is the proposed method in
this paper.)

Figure 3. Instrumentation

3. False Sharing Avoider. We base our work on the idea of giving each thread a
private copy of shared data and let them operate on their private copy with minimum
inter-thread communications. Thus threads get less chance to conflict with each other.
First, we rely on compiler instrumentation [6] to instrument every access at compile time.
Figure 3 shows our method. Figure 3(a) is the original code with false sharing while
Figure 3(b) is the optimized code. The optimized code is automatically generated by
our compiler framework (we leverage the open source compiler framework LLVM [6,13]
to insert instructions automatically into the code, see details later. Also, there are many
compiler tools such as the Intel C++ STM [10,11] that supports automatic software
transactional memory that can be used to achieve this).
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In the optimized code shown in Figure 3, we mainly inserted some function calls which
are the same as traditional STM (software transactional memory) interface [7]. Then our
system executes as follows (which is pretty much like traditional STM system [7]). When
thread 1 meets TM begin(), it will initialize a private buffer used as private copy space.
Then the TM read() will create a private copy of the variable a in the private buffer
and serve all the subsequent accesses (TM read() and TM write()) for thread 1. Then at
TM end() time the thread 1 will commit the private copy a to the global shared variable
a. Thread 2 performs the same way. In this way we actually separate the variables a
and b by introducing private copies for them. False sharing will only happen once at the
commit time. The performance is shown in Figure 2 as FIX-auto. The overhead of our
mechanism is the memory access redirection on every TM read() or TM write() but for
this we can automatically eliminate false sharing.

The above example shows the basic idea of our method. However, two problems re-
main: (1) where to insert TM begin() and especially TM end(), which determines when
to update the global shared data; (2) instrumenting (redirecting) all memory accesses [6]
will introduce huge overhead, which may shadow the benefit we gain from eliminating
false sharing.

In order to solve the two problems, we propose to focus our method on smaller scope:
the loops, instead of the whole program. The main reason for this is that intense memory
accesses usually happen in loops [12], which means intense false sharing will only happen
in loops. Thus in order to get best performance, we just need to focus on loops. Moreover,
instrumenting only memory accesses in loops will reduce a lot of overhead.

Figure 4 shows our method. Firstly, we insert TM begin() and TM end() for each loop.
We leverage the LLVM tool [6] for loop identification at compile time. Thus basically, each
loop forms a transaction for each thread. Moreover, thread may perform synchronization
operations (hold lock or release lock) to access certain shared data. At synchronization
time, a thread may want to get the latest value of a shared data which is being updated
by another thread. Thus, in order to guarantee this correctness, we insert TM end() at
every synchronization point to make thread commit the latest value to the global shared
data. By doing this we can guarantee the correctness of the program and this has been
discussed in a lot of previous studies [8].

Figure 4. Loop-based and lock-based update
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As shown in Figure 4, if a loop contains synchronization operations (e.g., lock), we
have to insert additional TM begin() and TM end() and force the thread to commit its
latest value. This may introduce huge overhead. We have made an optimization on this
that we analyze each loop at compile time to see if it contains lock operation or not. If
a loop contains lock operation, we prefer ignoring the loop for our false sharing avoiding.
This may leave some false sharing in the loop un-eliminated but we could achieve better
performance on avoiding tacking synchronization operations (e.g., lock).

4. Experimental Results. This paper proposes a system that could eliminate the false
sharing bugs in multi-threaded programs transparently at runtime and thus achieve better
performance. In experiments we mainly test and show its ability to achieve speedup
compared with the normal execution. Moreover, we also show that our work can be
combined with previous memory-allocator-based method (here we choose to use Hoard
[5] which is a memory allocator specialized for multi-threaded programs) to achieve further
improvement.

The benchmarks we choose are from the benchmark suit Parsec and Phoenix which
have been reported to have false sharing problems (see Table 1). We also choose some
benchmarks that contain no false sharing problems to show the pure overhead that we
will introduce. Our experimental platform is a 4-core Intel server running Linux 3.11 with
16GB of physical memory. The LLVM compiler framework we used is of version 2.9. All
benchmarks are executed with 4 threads with default input. We execute each benchmark
for 5 times and report the mean value for each test.

Table 1. Benchmarks

Benchmark Previously reported to have false sharing [1,9]
kmeans N
dedup N

swaption N
linear regression Y
reverse index Y
streamcluster Y
word count Y

The experimental results are shown in Figure 5. First for the benchmark kmeans, dedup,
and swaption which have no false sharing problem, our method (FIX-auto) introduces pure
overhead of 5-10%, which is due to its redirecting accesses in loops. For the benchmark
linear regression, our method achieves a huge speedup of more than 6X, which means
the benchmark is greatly bothered by false sharing problem. For other benchmarks, our
method can gain 2-9% performance benefit. Moreover, when our method is combined
with previous memory-allocator-based method (here we use Hoard [5]), we can achieve
further improvement for all benchmarks. The above results show the great potential of
our work to tackle false sharing problem in multi-threaded programs.

5. Conclusion. This paper introduces a runtime system that can eliminate false sharing
in multi-threaded programs to achieve better performance. Unlike previous studies which
are focused on detecting false sharing, our runtime system eliminates it automatically and
transparently at runtime. The key idea is to give each thread a private copy of shared
data so that threads could operate on their private copies without any contention on
cache lines. Experimental results show that our method could gain performance benefit
of 1-600%, showing great potential to speedup multi-threaded programs. Future work
mainly includes reducing the overhead of instrumenting and redirecting memory accesses.
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Figure 5. Experimental results
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